OPN Expertise Certification Policy

How Long are Oracle Certifications Valid
Oracle Cloud Certification credentials are essential qualifiers for the modernized Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) program. Each Expertise within the Service Track requires unique certifications by role. Oracle requires candidates to hold an active credential in order for the certification to qualify a company for an OPN Expertise. This article outlines the certification qualification timeline and the certification policy for the modernized OPN program going forward.

How do I track my certifications?
Any individual with a registered Oracle.com account can access Oracle University to take courses and attain a certification. You may track your earned certifications and their validity dates from the Expertise Center within 24 hours of completion.

How long are my existing certification valid?
• If you earned a 2018 certification or earlier, it will remain active and qualify for Expertise until June 1st, 2020 or until a more current version becomes available.
• Starting with the 2020 exams and beyond, OPN will accept the most current certification or the prior year’s certification.

  e.g. For the Service Expertise: Oracle HCM Global Human Resources Cloud, either of the following would be accepted as a qualifying certification
  • Oracle Global Human Resources Cloud 2020 Implementation Essentials  OR
  • Oracle Global Human Resources Cloud 2019 Implementation Essentials